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Information Management System

– “GCE Data Toolbox”

– Multiple centralized databases
• “Metabase”, Bibliography, 

Taxonomic, Submissions

– Dynamic web applications

– Data Portal site for ancillary data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No ready-to-use software for LTER data management at the beginning of GCEBUT there was a need to standardize and automate tabular data processing, Quality control, and documentationDeveloped a very ambitious custom IM system from scratchWade created the GCE Toolbox which is a gereralized MATLAB package for meta-data based data management - and it’s become an integral part of the GCE data management infrastructure“Metabase” for personnel, geography, data set metadata“Biblio” for bibliographic citations, reprint links“Taxonomic” for species and habitat occurrence“Submissions” for calendar, announcements, file submissions, …Dynamic web apps to Display info from cross-linked DBs to generate most web pagesThis whole system (or various parts) have been widely adopted by other LTER sites



Information Management System

EDI 
Data Portal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of that comes together to make the GCE Information Management System.  Here in this figure you see the software and databases on the left.  These work together to create different products and services:Data products – tabular data in various formats (csv, matlab files) or non-tabular data such as GIS shapefiles or geodatabases, raster images, …Metadata describing these data products – in EML formatWeb pages to display this information (mix of different web technologies, html, xml,…)Web services (e.g. kml for site geography and map interfaces)All of this is accessed through different methods – web browsers to get info to the public and GCE Members.  GCE IMs and technicians can connect directly to the servers (techs can save files to our servers – backed up, IMs interact can interact directly with the databases).  And machine interfaces to sync data to the EDI data portal to make them discoverable through public repositories.  So we have a robust system set up, but how do we get data collected in the field to the researchers and general public in a usable format?  



Data Submission Pathways
• Investigator submitted

– Directed studies, students
• Recurring data

– Core monitoring, cruises
• Sensor downloads

– CTD, sondes
• Harvested data

– Flux tower, weather stations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I tend to group data sources/pathways into four main categories, each having their own procedures with advantages and disadvantages.First is investigator submitted data.  These are probably what you think about when you picture someone going out in the filed and collecting data.  A grad student goes out in the field with a plan, clipboard and a lot of gusto and measures plants or counts snails. These data must then be recorded in a spreadsheet, accompanying metadata recorded, and all of it submitted to the IM office.  The second is what I call recurring data.  These describe a lot of our core monitoring field studies.  Similar to investigator submitted data, but b/c the same variables are measured on a regular basis we have more efficient ways to get the data from the investigator and can reuse most of the metadata from previous submissions, which cuts down on the effort to collect this information.Sensor downloads are data from instruments deployed in the field that need to have data downloaded periodically and saved to our server by the technicians.  These data are collected from the instruments and data files are in a consistent format, usually with metadata in the header that can be parsed and added to the metadata record, and saved on our server for IM processing. And finally we have harvested data.  These are data from sensors that are connected to some sort of network telemetry that allows us to collect and process the data in near-real time.  Or data harvested from web services – for example USGS stream gauge data or NWS weather station data.  



Investigator Submitted Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So with those 4 pathways in mind, I want to walk through how we deal with each of these typesFor investigator submitted data, Study metadata entered via web-based submission formsThe form is designed to guide the user through the metadata submission process with help text in pop up balloons to describe what we are looking for in each filed.  List boxes for selecting personnel, site locations, species info, instruments (details imported from metabase)Option to reuse metadata from a previous data setTabular data submitted in data submission template (MS Excel)  Template guides investigator in describing each field in a data table Submitted files are saved on file server and the IM office is automatically notified when a data set is ready for review. Interactive process… I get an email, review the data set, contact the investigator with question and/or revision requests, so there is a lot of communication back and forth at this stage.We can then use the Data toolbox to parse the data from the spreadsheet and add the metadata from the submission form to create a new data set.We do training on data submission at our annual meeting which is required for new GCE members.  We also work one-on-one with investigators and grad students to help with this process. Encourage them to come to us early to save time…



Recurring Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For much of our recurring data, we have developed specialized spreadsheet templates and web forms to help ease the burden of data entry and provide some initial QC.  On the left is an example of a web form developed for our monthly flux tower vegetation monitoring chlorophyll measurements (from hand-held chlorophyll meter).  The techs collect 15 measurements from each spartina zone and they can enter those readings here.  We’ve set this up to display some real-time QC – so here the yellow boxes indicate a value that falls outside our expected range of values.  Dosen’t necessarly mean they are wrong, but serves as a warning for the person entering the data to go back and check that number.  This is useful to catch typos and possible errors on the front end (as data are being entered).  On the right is a spreadsheet we created – this is for Steve’s plot disturbance data – designed to look like the field data sheet. So Steve can enter the data from the field sheet into this formatted spreadsheet and submit to IM.  Then we have workflows that will parse the data from this sheet into the data toolbox.In both of these cases, we have workflows that import metadata about these studies directly into the toolbox.  This is done through the use of Metadata templates….



Add/Import Metadata

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metadata templates are pre-defined metadata for a data set stored in Matlab structures.  We can apply the metadata template to a data set in the toolbox for recurring data, but also for sensor downloads and harvested data.  These metadata templates contain all of the documentation metadata (abstract, themes, study locations and descriptions, etc) as well as attribute metadata (or metadata on each field of the spreadsheet).  These templates can be applied after the data have been imported into the toolbox or as part of the import process – as in the case of sensor downloads or harvested data.  These templates also include initial QC checks to apply to each attribute.  These are mostly used as range checks (does the data fall within expected values) but can be more complex if desired. Here is a list of some metadata templates I have saved in my version of the toolbox. And on the right is an example of what is saved in a template for documentation metadata



Q/C Analysis

manually flagged data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And while the QC checks done when the template is applied to the data set, some data require further QC.  Here is a plot of Temperature, salinity and depth from a hydrographic sonde deployment. Here are some data that have been flagged by the criteria in the template.  On the right – depth has been flagged b/c the sonde was out of the water after being retrieved (example of simple range check). But we can also flag data via this graphical interface. On the left are some data flagged b/c the conductivity sensor became fouled causing the conductivity signal to dampen.  Flags can be assigned on the plot and saved to the data set.  



Post Processing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of date/time interval statistics.  The plot at the top is Temperature and salinity data from one of our sondes taken at 30 minute intervals.  The bottom plot is daily averages of temperature and salinity generated through the toolbox.   This is a separate dataset, not just a plot. For our sonde data, we archive both the real-time 30 minute data and the daily averaged data in the same data set.Important to note that all processing steps done through the toolbox are automatically recorded in the metadata record to provide a complete data set history!



Archiving

Web pages are dynamically cross-linked 
for discovery of related information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once processing is complete, data are archived in the GCE data catalog.  Each data set has a data summary page and thanks to the linked data bases we can create dynamic cross-linking in our site, this page provides links to study themes, location and study site info, and taxonomic



Publishing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LTER and NSF data access policies state that all data must be made publicly available within 2 years after collection.  To comply with those guidelines, Once data sets are finalized, they are added to the catalog and the release date is set in the database.  Then the data summary and metadata are made available through the data catalog immediately.  But the data files themselves are embargoed during this two-year period and available only to GCE members.  At the end of the two-year embargo, data are automatically released and made publicly available based on the release date in the database.  Public data are synchronized to the EDI Data Portal monthly for distribution through EDI, DataONE, BCO-DMO and related repositoriesAll GCE data sets are described with metadata encoded in EML 2.1 (which is the standard LTER metadata format) and comply with LTER network standards and protocols.  All metadata are encoded in EML 2.1 which is the standard LTER metadata format. 



Access / Display
 Data can be displayed on MATLAB-

generated web pages and dashboards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is where I start to transition into other project support the IM office provides outside of data management and metadata creation.  On our website we have a plot of current weather conditions from the Marsh Landing weather station on Sapelo Island.  These data are harvested from the SINERR website allowing us to create and display near-real time site conditions on the island. We also link to local tide tables which can help researchers plan field experiments.Right is a data harvester dashboard for the Flux Tower (you’ve seen this in a few other talks).  I’ve selected tow variables here to show the flagging feature of the dashboard display.  The dashboards allow investigators to notice potential issues with a sensor so remedial action can be taken in a timely manner Side note, You heard about the biomimicry project from Rebecca Atkins earlier… we are creating a dashboard display for that project to display the temperature sensors deployed in the marsh.  The sensors will return data through the Things Network and we will harvest those data and display them in a dashboard so they detect possible sensor failure early (apparently a common problem with those sensors)



Access / Display
 Rapid processing and web posting of data 

and visualizations from field instruments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also maintain provisional data pages on the GCE private stie to allow researchers access to provisional data pages for research planning and review.  We also generate plots of the data for visual analysis and QC.  Here is the provisional page for our CTD cast data, and on the right the plot page showing depth profiles for each variable



Research Applications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I believe Merryl mentioned our research application process earlier, so I won’t go into much detail here other than to say we maintain web pages for users to complete a research application and for the Pis and Field crew to review them. Researchers can apply for a research permit through our website.  These applications are reviewed by Pis, field crew and IM to manage resources and avoid conflicts.  This also allows us to share information with our partners at UGAMI and SINERR so we can manage resources and avoid scheduling conflicts



Communication

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Web forms allow GCE members to contribute and update information  (calendar items, announcements)We manage several project email lists and publish an auto-generated newsletter to keep everyone informed about what’s happening throughout the project.



Project Communication

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve started developing project pages to facilitate communication within project groups (e.g. Disturbance, PredEx, …)Field logs to show what work was done and by whomGroup calendars to show upcoming field workThis helps avoid scheduling conflicts and promotes collaborationFuture work – to add group-specific file archives/sharing



Image / Video Data

Nightly sync to UGA server

Drone 
imagery

Wildlife 
camera video

raccoon

Backup server
User

User

Processing 
computer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You’ve heard a lot about drone imagery, and large volumes of imagery are being created during by the disturbance groups from drone flights and wildlife camerasAutomatic synchronization of imagery and videos to Synology server at UGAProvide secure access to server for GCE working groups.



Automated Workflow Tracking System
(Steve’s Nag Machine)

• Tracks parts of our fall monitoring study and sends reminders when tasks are due
• Ensures protocols are reviewed and updated regularly and data submitted in timely manner

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And last but not least, we come to the monitoring workflow tracking system.  Also lovingly known as ‘Steve’s Nag Machine’.  Steve said he got tired of nagging us about fall monitoring data, and asked if we could make a machine that would do it for him. Really – the idea was to make sure protocols don’t go stale over the years (everyone is working with the latest version) and track each part of the fall monitoring study to ensure timely completionAnd the nagging emails are a part of that…  <<Describe the figure>>Future work, to include web page that shows the status of different sub-projects.



New Directions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Going forward, we plan to continue developing these newer project support items (project pages, nag machine).  Processing the drone imagery and associated data.  I was part of an IMC working group to develop best practices for non-tabular data – including drone imagery – We recently completed tha twork and now we need to develop workflows within our system that incorporate these best practices.  Good timing as we got those best practices right as we are starting to get data products from these projects.And finally, we said we were going to transition our website to a more modern platform at the beginning of GCE IV.  We did migrate the GCE schoolyard site (seen here) to a wordpress platform in 2019 and planned to use this as a test case for migrating the whole website.We started cleaning house and removing outdated content when COVID hit, and this was relegated to the back burnerCurrently developing a strategy on how best move to a more modern framework without losing the functionality of the current sitePlan to start this migration towards the end of 2021



Information Management

• Robust IM system for data curation, quality control and 
visualization

• Data and high-quality metadata public and discoverable 

• Multiple tools for project support

• Ongoing improvements to IM operations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So in summary, we have a developed over the life of the project, we have developed a robust Information Management system  and continue to use it for data curation, quality control and visualization.  This comprehensive IM system enables us to create high-quality data and metadata products and deliver them to GCE scientists and the general publicWe have multiple tools to support research across the project and are continuing to make improvements to the Information Management operations.
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